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The ability to think is divided into low-order thinking skills (LOTS ) and high-order thinking skills
(HOTS ). The abilities expected by the learners through physics learning is the ability to think
critically. Therefore, in the assessment of physics learning outcomes of learners, should contain items
that are intended to measure the ability. This study aims to analyze the critical thinking skills of
learners using the response theory item (Item Response Theory / IRT), with Partial Credit Models
(PCM) approac h. The form of test used is two tier multiple c hoice (TTMC) ac cording to the sc oring
polytomous. TTMC was chosen because have reasoning option to analyze critical thinking skills.
PCM was chosen because it c orresponds to the c harac teristics of the test response, namely the form
of a polytomous. The subjects were sciences senior high school students. The result of parameter
estimation of critical thinking ability of learners shows that there are no students who have highest
critical thinking ability, 1.67% of students have high critical thinking ability, 60% of students have
average critical thinking ability, 1.67% learners have low critical thinking skills, and 3.33% of learners
who have lowest critical thinking skills. Thus, the critical thinking skills of learners in physics lessons
still need to be developed.
© IJERE. All rights reserved
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INTRODUCTION
Education can change a person's mindset to always make changes and improvements in all aspects of
life. Education can provide supplies for social life. Learners are expected to have the thinking skills to be able
to solve problems and face the challenges of globalization. In typical lists of skills needed for the 21st
century, critical thinking appears at or near the top (Bailin & Siegel, 2003; Trilling & Fadel, 2009; Walser,
2008). Effective communication, curiosity, and critical thinking skills are no longer only desirable outcomes
of elite liberal arts education, but the essential competencies for life in the 21st century (Wagner, 2008).
The ability to think is divided into two namely low -order thinking (LOT) and high-order thinking
(HOT). Based on Bloom's taxonomy, memorization and understanding are classified as low -level thinking
while analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating are classified as high -level thinking (Zohar & Dori, 2003).
High-level thinking skills is needed by learners associated with the needs of learners to solve problems faced
in everyday life, one of them is critical thinking skills (Noer, 2009). Critical thinking is to think reasonably
and reflectively on making decisions about what to do. In other words, decision -making is taken after
reflection and evaluation on what is believed. Think critically as a systematic process that gives students the
opportunity to formulate and evaluate their own beliefs and opinion s. The purpose of critical thinking is to
examine an opinion or idea, including to consider or think based on the proposed opinion (Sapriya, 2011).
Such considerations are usually supported by acceptable criteria. Ideally critical individuals have 12 criti cal
thinking skills grouped into five aspects of critical thinking skills, such as: 1) Elementary clarification, 2) The
basis for the decision, 3) Inference, 4) Advanced clarification and 5) Supposition and integration (Ennis,
2002).
Tests can be classified in several kinds depending on the shape, type, and variety (Zainul & Nasution,
2001). Function of learning result test as tool for placement, formative function, diagnostic function, and
summative function. Based on the form, the test of learning outcomes can be grouped into three types: twotier multiple choices, multiple-tier multiple choice and essay (Gronlund & Linn, 1990). Improving the quality
of education can’t be separated from the application of an assessment that can accurately measure the
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outcome of a learning process. This means that to assess the final outcome in the learning required a quality
assessment tool. The fact that the multiple-choice test used in high school for Physics measures ability:
remembering, understanding, and applying. The multiple-choice test that used still to measure low -level
thinking skills, has not measured the high-order thinking skills of Physics (Istiyono, 2014). Students who
experience multiple choice tests tend to achieve lower science scores than those who exper ienced
constructed responses (Tjalla, 2010).
The fact that multiple choice tests are more widely used than other forms of testing. This is because the
multiple-choice test used to have advantages, among others: (1) the material being tested can cover most of
the learning materials, (2) the students' answers can be corrected easily and quickly, and (3) the answers to
each question is certainly true or wrong, so that an objective assessment (Sudjana, 2013). Research on the use
of multiple choice items to obtain a level of weakness understanding the concept of Basic Physics has been
carried out (Obaidat & Malkawi, 2009). It is said that traditional analysis of multiple choice items with a
focus on scores and correlations of true answers cannot optimally provide the information needed by the
teacher. The scoring of multiple-choice is dichotomy score, that is correct answer given score 1 and wrong
answer given score 0. Meanwhile, to measure critical thinking ability require consideration of reason of
student answer that question. Multiple choice test formats can be modified to assess how learners reach the
conclusions of their answers.
The two-tier multiple-choice test was introduced as a multiple-choice test modification (Treagust, 1998).
This two-tier multiple-choice instrument is an objective test consisting of two levels, the first level being the
first-tier and the second-tier. The first part contains the questions of the knowledge aspect. The second
section contains a set of possible reasons for the answer in the first section. The second level is to improve
the high-level capability and ability to reveal the reasons (Adodo, 2013). Two-tier multiple choice has an
advantage because in this test other than students working on a test item that expresses a particu lar concept
the student must also reveal the reason why choose the answer (Suwarto, 2012). Therefore, instead of
multiple-choice tests, two-tier tests can be easily used by teachers to increase students’ knowledge level and
prevent students’ alternative conceptions (Tuysuz, 2009; Kubiszyn & Borich, 2013). This test is developed
from a multiple-choice item designed in proportion to the format in reasoning test.
The scoring of two-tier multiple choice is usually done by the score of polytomous where the scores of
more than two categories are given according to certain criteria. Decision -making can improve
measurement, because it is a development of the polytomous scoring system, using many categories (Baker,
Rounds & Zeron, 2000). Among a number of polytomous scoring models, the scoring of the partial credit
model has a scoring characteristic that is in accordance with the crime of physics. In this case the authors are
interested to reveal empirically critical thinking skills using the model Partial Credit Models (PCM).
PCM is the development of the IRT 1 parameter of logistic (1 -PL) model and includes the Rasch model.
Use of more than two categories is sorted to record the results of an individual's interaction with an item
(usually to recognize the truth or completion level) (Master, 1999). The item of polytomous is the item that
has the response of more than two answers so it is easier to correct the students' answers as well as detect the
ability of the learners (Wardani, Yamtinah & Mulyani, 2015). When it is assumed that an item follows a
partial credit pattern then higher individual abilities are expected to have higher scores than low -ability
individuals (Widhiarso, 2010). PCM is also appropriate for analyzing responses to the measurement of
critical thinking and conceptual understanding in science (Linden & Hambelton, 1997). PCM is an analytical
model of the IRT form (Item Response Theory) in which the learners' response to the problem can illustrate a
particular ability. This model was developed to describ e the relationship between the characteristics of the
items with the characteristics or the nature of the respondents.
The estimation of testers' ability is based on the result of response analysis or student's answer in the
test. The theory used in the analysis of test results is usually the classical test theory (CTT) that is widely
developed and a mainstream among psychologists and education experts, as well as other areas of
behavioral studies (Embreston & Reise, 2000). However, it was found that CTT has a weakness because it is
examinee sample dependent and item dependent sample (Fan, 2008; Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
That weakness triggers a new theory that is more adequate, namely Item Response Theory / IRT. If CTT
focuses on information at the test level, IRT mainly focuses on information at the grain level. Implementation
of the IRT model is based on several assumptions: (1) the results of a participant's test of an item can be
predicted by a set of factors called traits or capabilities; and (2) the relationship between the test results of
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participants on a grain and a set of traits is described by a monotonically rising function called the
characteristic curve (ICC) item (Hambleton, Swaminathan & Roger s, 1991; Harvey & Hammer, 1999;
Suryabrata, 2000). Then the ICC curve explains the relationship between traits and test results of participants
on each item.
Item response theory is a modern method of measurement commonly used in item analysis. Item
response theory seen from the item characteristics of the question is determined by the response of the test
participants (both high and low ability). Based on the IRT model, the relationship between examinee’s
responses and test items can be explained by so-called item characteristic curve (ICC) (Wang, 2006). The
development of the IRT is based on two features, namely latent trait or abilities and Item Characteristics
Curve (ICC). Latent trait is the ability of test participants on a question item can be expected by a set of
factors. The ICC shows the relationship between the testers' ability on a question item and the underlying
latent ability device (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).
The first and most important step in the IRT application is parameter estimation, both the testers' ability
parameter (θ) and the item characteristic parameter. The approach that can be used to estimate the item
parameter is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method (Matthew, 2007). The basic principle of the
MLE method is if there are random instances 𝑥 1 , 𝑥 2 , … , 𝑥 𝑛 of the distribution having a functionality of chance
probability 𝑓( 𝑥 𝑛 ;𝜃) , 𝜃 𝜖 Ω. This function of the coexistence of opportunity is seen as a function of θ (Hogg &
Craig, 1978). The Categorical Response Function (CRF) graph is the relationship between the true answering
opportunities obtaining category k score on the -j item with the ability of test participants (θ) (Toit, 2003).
The higher the ability of the test participants, the chances of answering a correct item correctly will increase.
Based on some of these descriptions, the researcher will guess the critical thinking ability of the
participants of multiple choice test with the reason of physics subject with the approach of politico theory
granular theorist with Partial Credit Models (PCM) model.
METHOD
Type of research used in this research is qualitative research with descriptive approach. Determination
of subjects in this study, using sampling technique purposive sampling where sampling of data sources with
certain considerations (Sugiyono, 2012). The sample of the test is constituted from 61 students of SHS 1
Depok Yogyakarta, who were took science as concentration of their studies, in the XI MIA class of academic
year of 2017-2018. The participants were selected via “random sampling” method. In t he other side, the
instrument test consists of 12 multiple choice questions compiled with reference to the indicator of critical
thinking skills in physics learning.
Material
The data collection techniques were used two-tier multiple-choice test to assess the student's critical
thinking skills. The items of “Two-tier multiple-choice test” were scored as (4) “Question and reason
answers are correct”, (3) “The answer to the question is wrong but the reason is right”, (2) “The answer to
the question is correct but the reason is wrong”, and (1) “Question answers and wrong reasons”. The results
of the test were analyzed by item parameter estimated and participant parameter estimated.
Data Analyses
The empirical validity of the test instrument was counted using Partial Credit Model (PCM). PCM is a
polytomous scoring model derived from the Rasch model in the dichotomous data (Retnawati, 2016). PCM
was used to analyze the test items which have several steps to solve them. The synchronization of the te st
item and the PCM model was interpreted based on the average means of INFIT Mean of Square (Mean
INFIT MNSQ) and the standard deviation (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985). If the average mean of INFIT
MNSQ was 1.0 and the standard deviation was 0.0 or the m ean of INFIT t approached 0.0 and the standard
deviation was 1.0, the entire test items were synchronized with the model. An item or testee/case/person is
declared to be suitable to the model in the range of INFIT MNSQ of 0.77 to 1.30. In addition, the ite m is
declared to be good when the index of difficulty was more than -2.0 or less than 2.0.
For data analyses, PARSCALE and QUEST Program w ere used. Each item can be obtained from the
item-item characteristic parameter, i.e the difficulty level of the −𝑗 (𝐵𝑗 ) and the degree of difficulty k between
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the categories of items about −𝑗 (𝐵𝑗𝑘 ). Next calculate the capability parameters (θ) and estimate the PCM
through the Categorical Response Function (CRF) graph for each item.
FINDINGS
Item test reliability
In the main field testing phase, the test instrument on critical thinking skills was tried out and the result can
be seen in Table 1.
Tabel 1. The result of reliability test on critical thinking skills
Parameter
INFIT MNSQ
OUTFIT MNSQ
Reliability of estimate
Average difficulty

Estimate Item
0,99 ± 0,33
1,57 ± 2,23
0,55
0,63 ± 1,60

Estimated Testee
0,98 ± 0,33
1,57 ± 3,92
0,66

Based on the analysis, the reliability of the instrument (test) is qualified as good instrument.
Item Parameter Estimates
The estimation results of the characteristic parameters of critical thinking test items using the PCM
model show that the item has a level of difficulty of various questions. The results of grain parameter
estimation using the PARSCALE program are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary Statistics of Parameter Estimates
PARAMETER
MEAN
STN DEV
N
SLOPE
1,876
0,000
12
LOG (SLOPE)
0,629
0,000
12
THRESHOLD
0,620
0,000
12
GUESSING
0,000
0,000
0
In each item in Table 3., the estimation of power different parameters (𝑎𝑖 ) can be seen in the SLOPE
parameter, while the difficulty level parameter estimation results (𝐵𝑖𝑗 ) can be seen in the THRESHOLD
parameter and can also be seen GUESSING parameters. In this case the estimation result of the estimation
parameter for all items is 0 (zero), this indicates the analysis guessing by students was unconsidered. The
level of difficulty in the item as a whole is classified as medium with a value of 0.629. Furthermore, to adjust
grain parameters in PCM can be done by reducing the parameters β items with each category parameter.
The category parameters can be seen in the STEP PARAMETER in Table 3.
Table 3. Parameters Category
Scoring
Function
Step Parameter
S.E.
( 𝛽̅ )
0,629

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

0,000
0,000

0,917
0,306

1,516
0,316

-2,433
0,553

(̅̅̅
𝛽1 )
0,629

(̅̅̅
𝛽2 )
-1,689

(̅̅̅
𝛽3 )
-0,288

(̅̅̅
𝛽4 )
3,062

The estimation results of the level of difficulty level of the above points show that an increasingly
high ability is needed to obtain higher value categories. The level of difficulty to reach the category of value
2 (correct answer but wrong reason) is -1,689 which means it needs average (medium) ability; The level of
difficulty to reach the value category 3 (wrong answer but the correct reason) is -0.288 which means that it is
needed ability above average (high); and the level of difficulty to reach the value category 4 (answer an d
correct reason) is 3,062 which means that it requires very high abilities. While the value category 1 (answers
and wrong reasons) can be obtained by the ability of low to very high because this category gives a score
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even though for the wrong answer. A higher category threshold in PCM scoring is not always greater than
the threshold of the previous category [36].
Estimated Ability of Participants
The results of the estimation of the ability of the test participants are presented in the following histogram .
Gaussian Fit to Ability Scores for Group: 1

40

Frequency

30

20

10

0
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Ability

Histogram of abilities
Ability scores are transformed to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1.
The area under the bell-shaped curve equals the total area of the histogram.

Figure 1. Graph of CRF Estimation of Students' Ability
The histogram above shows that students' critical thinking skills are not spread normally by interpreting
them into criteria in Table 4.
Table 4. Critical thinking ability categories
Sample
0
1
36
1
2

Ability value
2,00 - 3,00
1,00 - 2,00
-1,00 - 1,00
-2,00 - 1,00
-3,00 – (-2,00)

Interpretation
Very high (above
average)
High
Average
Low
Very low

By using the criteria, the results of the estimation of the parameters of critical thinking skills of
students showed that no students with critical thinking abilities were very high, while 1.67% had high
critical thinking skills, 60% had average critical thinking skills, 1.67% have critical thinking skills below
average (low) and 3.33% have ver y low critical thinking skills. This shows that students' critical thinking
skills in physics are still at the level of low order thinking ability.
PCM Model Estimation
PCM assessments are presented in the Categorical Response Function (CRF) graph for each item. The
ICC chart shows the probability of answers to each student's ability. From this graph shows that the greater
the value of students' abilities, the greater the likelihood that students will answer correctly with the right
reason (category 4). The average competent student will answer in the medium category, that is, only the
answer or reason is correct (categories 2 and 3). Low -ability students will answer in the low category, either
the answer or the reason is wrong (category 1). The picture below is a PCM assessment for item 1.
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Figure 2. Graph of CRF for item number 1
Based on the CRF graph for item 1, the probability of the level of difficulty relative to answer is equal to
𝐵1 = 0,75, 𝐵2 = 0,55 , 𝐵3 = 0,43 and 𝐵4 = 0,50. Graph CRF on item number 1, there are intersection points
between categories. The level of difficulty of the category related to the transition of one category to the next
category is considered as the point where two categories have the same probab ility of being selected for the
level of relevance. Item 1 has ( 𝛿12 ) = -1,3, ( 𝛿23 ) = 1,4, (𝛿34 ) = 2,7 on the range of capability scales −3 > 𝜃 > 3.
The 𝛿12 means that individuals who have the ability level θ below -0.25 have the probability to answer
wrong questions for the wrong reasons too (category 1). While individuals who have the ability level above 0.25 have the probability to give the right reasons even though the answer is wrong.
RESULT, DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS
The instrument test used to measure students' critical thinking skills consisted of 12 test items. Test
reliability calculated based on measurement error was calculated based on the estimation according to the
test (Wright & Master, 1999: 96) reached 0.66 so the reliability was high.The results of item analysis tests of
mastery of critical thinking skills PCM 1-PL used the QUEST program with the INFIT MNSQ limit 0.98
means that all items meet the requirements.The results of item analysis indicate that all items have an INFIT
MNSQ value in the lower and upper limit of the range, 0.77 to 1.30. Thus, all items can function as items
measuring the critical thinking skills (Istiyono, 2016). In addition, analysis of test items shows the average
value of INFIT t is 0.0 with a standard deviation of 0.9 8. An item serves as a measuring item of critical
thinking skills if the item is declared fit with the model because it meets the fit requirements the statistics
required in the QUEST program, which is fit with the model when the analyzed item has an avera ge value
average INFIT t approaches 0.0 with standard deviation 1.0 (Adam & Kho, 1996). Thus, overall the items
analyzed were fit according to PCM 1-PL.
The difficulty level parameter estimation results (Bij ) shown by PARSCALE output that an
increasingly high ability is needed to obtain higher value categories. The level of difficulty in the item as a
whole is classified as medium with a value of 0.629. The level of difficulty to reach the category of value 2
(correct answer but wrong reason) is -1,689 which means it needs average (medium) ability; The level of
difficulty to reach the value category 3 (wrong answer but the correct reason) is -0.288 which means that it is
needed ability above average (high); and the level of difficulty to reach the value category 4 (answer and
correct reason) is 3,062 which means that it requires very high abilities.
Assessing tests is based on the steps that the examinee can complete. Even though they have only just
completed the initial stage, the exam participants have already received scores. The highest score is of course
obtained when the examinee has completed all phases of the exam questions in that clause. This assumption
was then developed into PCM. When it is assumed that a point follows a par tial credit pattern, the higher
the ability of individuals is expected to have a higher score than individuals who have the ability to decrease
(Widhiarso, 2010). According to Wright & Masters, PCM is also appropriate for analyzing responses to the
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measurement of critical thinking and conceptual understanding in science (Linden & Hambleton, 1997). The
physics achievement test is a test that is done with the right steps.
Table 4 shows the results of estimating the parameters of critical thinking skills that showed that no
students with critical thinking abilities were very high, while 1.67% had high critical thinking skills, 60% had
average critical thinking skills, 1.67% had critical skills below average (low) and 3.33% thinking skills have
very low critical thinking skills. This shows that students' critical thinking skills in physics are still at the
level of low order thinking abilities. This illustrates that critical thinking skills are less developed by teachers
in schools. There are two possibilities behind it. The first possibility is that teachers do not develop critical
thinking skills. While critical thinking skills are characteristic of science learning. As a result, students lack
mastery of critical thinking skills. It is possible that both teacher s have trained critical thinking skills, but are
less oriented to divergent patterns as a basis for skill development. It may be because one of the dominant
factors is the habit of teachers taking measurements with multiple-choice forms that are clearly or iented to
the development of convergent thinking patterns.
Findings of the study indicates that students' critical thinking skills in physics are still at the level of
low order thinking ability. Some researches support this finding, as several studies point out (Istiyono, 2017;
Oliveira and Rodrigues, 2004; Rivard, 2004 and Newton, 1999), science classrooms are still strongly teacher
directed, that is, the teaching and learning model used is mainly the transmission model that does not foster
critical thinking. The lower critical thinking skills find on students have difficulty in analyzing the
arguments presented in the problem and have difficulty considering the definition. The ability of students to
answer questions is still in the stage of memorizing and understanding. The same thing is shown by other
studies that the difficulties and lack of understanding of students is partly because the critical thinking skills
possessed are low (Chee, 2010; Khol & Noah, 2008; Sari, Parno & Taufiq, 2016). This indicates that there is
still a lack of learning efforts, both strategies and assessment systems that accommodate students to achieve
higher-order thinking skills.
The choice test by the teacher in high school cannot be released from the form tests commonly used in
high-level examinations, such as the tests used in the national exam (UN) and college selection. The teacher
is more complicated to discuss the test questions used in the National Examination and college selection. The
further impact is the use of multiple choice tests in the National Examination and college selection (Subali &
Surastuti, 1991). There are many educators who had failed to give questions regarding the knowledge
content of thingking skills of the students, the educators are only able to give questions regarding the aspect
of students' that are memorized and understood by the concept (Jensen, 2014). Students are almost never
drilled to apply critical thinking methods to solve problems.
In the context of assessment for learning, simple practice tests can affect tests that require complex
thinking if the test is associated with learning experiences. The test instrument with a one-size-fits-all spirit
requires educators to organize learning programs that are more oriented to being able to underst and the test
or termed teaching for the test (Jehlen, 2007). The results of studies in the US compiled since 1990 show that
high-risk tests have a positive and negative effect. The positive effect is that schools are motivated to achieve
better performance, there are also teachers who change learning strategies in a better direction, which is
more oriented to problem solving. However, negative effects arise in the form of the emergence of stress and
fatigue, some even have an impact on the decline of the morale of teachers and students (Abrams, 2007: 8086).
Further studies that used the two-tier multiple-choice test to analyze critical thinking skills are
necessary. Thus, the ability to think critically as part of high thinking skills still needs to be developed. In
addition, quantitative and qualitative studies which investigate why students critical thinking skills and the
right test should be carried out. Discussions about the necessity and quality of the instrument of test
frequently come to the fore.
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